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Our all-new collection of gluten-free recipes features a new
whole-grain flour blend, more than 50 dairy-free recipes, and
nutritionals for every recipe. Building on the best-selling
success of The How Can It Be Gluten- Free Cookbook,
we’ve gone back into the test kitchen to expand our
repertoire of revolutionary gluten-free recipes, including
developing a whole-grain flour blend that brings earthy flavor
to a variety of baked goods such as sandwich bread, waffles,
rustic walnut-cherry boule, chai spice bread, sesame
crackers, and a free-form rustic tart dough used to make a
stunning pear and cranberry tart. Throughout there are
recipes that use the test kitchen’s all-purpose flour blend,
such as bagels, hamburger rolls, brioche, baguettes, and
easy-to-make pan pizzas, as well as sweet treats like yeasted
doughnuts, blondies, lemon layer cake, and Dutch apple pie.
Also new to this book are nutritionals for every recipe and
dairy-free versions of more than half the baked goods based
on extensive testing done with alternative milks and yogurt
and vegan cream cheese and butter. Innovative techniques
and discoveries are explained throughout: a simple oven
proofing method that helps gluten-free breads rise taller and
more consistently, foil collars that ensure hamburger buns
that are the right size, and a double-batter-ing and doublefrying method for fried fish with a crispy gluten-free coating.
From breakfast foods, grains, and comfort foods to a whole
range of baked goods, this new volume delivers
groundbreaking recipes plus information on the best glutenfree breads and pastas on the market today and an essential
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resource section that is a road map for cooking and baking
without gluten.
Comfort food classics made gluten-free from the beloved and
award-winning blogger Following the James Beard
Award–winning Gluten-Free Girl Every Day, Shauna James
Ahern and her husband, Daniel Ahern, have created a
collection of comfort-food classics that are all unbelievably
and amazingly gluten-free. Cinnamon Rolls with Cream
Cheese Frosting, Chicken-Fried Steak, New England Clam
Chowder—the country’s most beloved dishes, reinvented. Of
course, it wouldn’t be true comfort food without dessert, and
Shauna aptly provides plenty of delicious recipes for sweets
lovers. There’s Pecan Pie, Red Velvet Cake, and even a
version of those treasured Thin Mint cookies. Shauna and
Daniel tested the recipes over and over again, so these
dishes are as easy and foolproof as possible for at-home
cooks and her thousands of devoted blog followers. This
cookbook also includes all the basic bread recipes readers
need to keep making classics at home like Pizza Dough,
Sandwich Bread, Hamburger Buns, and Pie Dough. GlutenFree Girl American Classics Reinvented is Shauna’s best
assortment of recipes to date.
Want to cook healthier low-stress dinners, improve your lunch
game, and find meals that can be prepped mostly in
advance? The concept of "bowl food" has gained popularity in
recent years. Bowls are the new plates, featuring flavorsome
combinations of nutritious grains, proteins, vegetables, a
sauce, and something crunchy. It's a casual, comforting,
satisfying way to eat lunch or dinner, and a delicious way to
serve up healthy superfoods and gluten-free. Inside find 50
recipes that are not only easy to make but taste heavenly!
You are sure to please all the members of your family Maria
Anderson turn familiar and traditional tastes into healthy, onebowl meals. Healthful, plentiful, and simple kitchen creations
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feel at home in a bowl. Whether a meal is enjoyed as a
weekday breakfast for one or part of a leisurely dinner with
friends, whole foods come to life when presented within the
walls of this steadfast kitchen vessel. Click the BUY NOW
button at the top right side of this page for an immediate
download!
A must-have baking bible from the James Beard awardwinning baker and owner of the beloved Flour bakeries in
Boston. James Beard award-winning baker Joanne Chang is
best known around the country for her eight acclaimed Flour
bakeries in Boston. Chang has published two books based on
the offerings at Flour, such as her famous sticky buns, but
Pastry Love is her most personal and comprehensive book
yet. It includes 125 dessert recipes for many things she could
never serve in the setting of a bakery--for example, items that
are best served warm or with whipped cream on top. Nothing
makes Chang happier than baking and sharing treats with
others, and that passion comes through in every recipe, such
as Strawberry Slab Pie, Mocha Chip Cookies, and Malted
Chocolate Cake. The recipes start off easy such as Lemon
Sugar Cookies and build up to showstoppers like Passion
Fruit Crepe Cake. The book also includes master lessons and
essential techniques for making pastry cream, lemon curd,
puff pastry, and more, all of which make this book a musthave for beginners and expert home bakers alike. *One of
Food & Wine's Essential New Cookbooks for Fall* *One of
Food52's Best Cookbooks of Fall 2019* *One of Bon Appetit's
Fall Books We've Been Waiting All Summer For*
The path to a healthy body and happy belly is paved with real
food--fresh, wholesome, sustainable food--and it doesn't need
to be so difficult. No one knows this more than Kathryne
Taylor of America's most popular vegetarian food blog,
Cookie and Kate. With Love Real Food, she offers over 100
approachable and outrageously delicious meatless recipes
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complete with substitutions to make meals special dietfriendly (gluten-free, dairy-free, and egg-free) whenever
possible. Her book is designed to show
everyone--vegetarians, vegans, and meat-eaters alike--how
to eat well and feel well. With brand-new, creative recipes,
Taylor inspires you to step into the kitchen and cook
wholesome plant-based meals, again and again. She'll
change your mind about kale and quinoa, and show you how
to make the best granola you’ve ever tasted. You'll find makeyour-own instant oatmeal mix and fluffy, naturally sweetened,
whole-grain blueberry muffins, hearty green salads and
warming soups, pineapple pico de gallo, healthier homemade
pizzas, and even a few favorites from the blog. Of course,
Love Real Food wouldn't be complete without plenty of
stories starring Taylor's veggie-obsessed, rescue dog souschef, Cookie! Taylor celebrates whole foods by encouraging
you not just to "eat this," but to eat like this. Take it from her
readers: you'll love how you feel.
James Beard Award Winner (Vegetarian) IACP Award Winner
(Healthy Eating) A sophisticated vegetarian cookbook with all
the tools you need to be at home in your kitchen, cooking in
the most nourishing and delicious ways—from the foundations
of stocking a pantry and understanding your ingredients, to
preparing elaborate seasonal feasts. Imagine you are in a
bright, breezy kitchen. There are large bowls on the counter
full of lush, colorful produce and a cake stand stacked with
pretty whole-grain muffins. On the shelves live rows of glass
jars containing grains, seeds, beans, nuts, and spices. You
open the fridge and therein you find a bottle of fresh almond
milk, cooked beans, soaking grains, dressings, ferments, and
seasonal produce. This is Amy Chaplin’s kitchen. It is a
heavenly place, and this book will make it your kitchen too.
With her love of whole food and knowledge as a chef, Chaplin
has written a book that will inspire you to eat well at every
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meal. Part One lays the foundation for stocking the pantry.
This is not just a list of food and equipment; it’s real working
information—how and why to use ingredients—and an arsenal
of simple recipes for daily nourishment. Also included
throughout are tips on living a whole food lifestyle: planning
weekly menus, why organic is important, composting, plastics
vs. glass, drinking tea, doing a whole food cleanse, and much
more. Part Two is a collection of recipes (most of which are
naturally gluten-free) celebrating vegetarian cuisine in its
brightest, whole, sophisticated form. Black rice breakfast
pudding with coconut and banana? Yes, please. Beet tartlets
with poppy seed crust and white bean fennel filling? I’ll take
two. Fragrant eggplant curry with cardamom basmati rice,
apricot chutney, and cucumber lime raita? Invite company.
Roasted fig raspberry tart with toasted almond crust? There is
always room for this kind of dessert. If you are an omnivore,
you will delight in this book for its playful use of produce and
know-how in balancing food groups. If you are a vegetarian,
this book will become your best friend, always there for you
when you’re on your own, and ready to lend a hand when
you’re sharing food with family and friends. If you are a
vegan, you can cook nearly every recipe in this book and
feed your body well in the truest sense. This is whole food for
everyone.
An essential resource for your health?if we are what we eat,
let’s make every (delicious) bite count! This cookbook will no
doubt transform your kitchen, bringing new plant-based,
whole food ideas to the table and offering easy yet healthy
recipe solutions for everything from celebratory meals to
rushed weeknight dinners. Ashley Madden is a pharmacist
turned plant-based chef, certified holistic nutritional
consultant, and devoted health foodie. A diagnosis of multiple
sclerosis changed her whole life and approach to food,
eventually shaping a new food philosophy and inspiring this
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book. The Plant-Based Cookbook is especially helpful for
those with dietary requirements or food allergies as all recipes
are vegan, dairy-free, gluten-free, and oil-free without
compromising on taste or relying on packaged and processed
ingredients. All-natural recipes include: One-pot creamy pasta
Vibrant nourish bowls Decadent no-bake cinnamon rolls A
show-stopping cheese ball Life-changing carrot cake And so
much more! Whether you consider yourself an amateur home
cook or a Michelin Star chef, this collection of recipes will
inspire you to turn whole foods into magical, mouthwatering
meals and give you confidence to prepare plants in creative
and health-supportive ways.
A comperhensive edition featuring over five hundred recipes
adheres to the Weight Watchers points guidelines and
includes recipes for such dishes as chicken pot pie, spaghetti
and meatballs, and strawberry shortcake.

The 50 plant-based boards and platters in Vegan
Boards are incredibly beautiful to the eye and
deliciously tempting to the palate.
Whole grains and fresh greens are food soulmates
that offer a winning combination for health, vitality
and climate-friendly cooking. From power breakfasts
to grain bowls, warming soups and stews to
satisfying salads, Nina Olsson's inspirational
collection of versatile and tasty meat-free recipes
makes for quick and easy bowls of goodness. Each
recipe features nutrient-rich sources of fibre,
vitamins and minerals that not only reduce the risk of
stroke, type 2 diabetes and heart disease, but also
contribute to better weight maintenance and are
naturally anti-inflammatory. Grains and greens have
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never been more delicious and nutritious.
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A fresh and flexible approach to grain
bowls--thoughtfully structured one-dish meals that
marry health and flavor--from James Beard Awardwinning journalist and acclaimed cookbook coauthor
Carolynn Carreno. Gorgeous, layered, satisfying
bowls have become the next wave of healthy eating.
From food blogs to Instagram, farm-to-table bistros
to chain restaurants, "the bowl" has become part of
our culinary vocabulary. And whole grains are not
just for hippies and health nuts anymore! Hearty
grains like quinoa, farro, millet, and spelt are
replacing flour or corn tortillas, bread, pasta, white
rice, and mashed potatoes as the base or vehicle for
other, richer, more complex ingredients. Bowls of
Plenty brings grain bowls to the home cook, offering
more than 75 recipes for hearty, grain-centric, onedish meals that layer flavorful veggies and delicious
sauces and vinaigrettes, with optional meats and
dairy on a foundation of whole-grain staples. A mix
sweet and savory breakfast bowls, salad bowls that
will put an end to the sad desk lunch, flexible
composed main dish bowls that work with all diets,
and creative dessert bowls, Bowls of Plenty is a
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modern handbook for healthy and delicious cooking
at home.
What makes this book different from other gluten
free books is that the recipes are written for
everyone-people with and without gluten issues.
Delicious meals made the original way and it
incorporates a new cooking technique for people
with food allergies. Creating one recipe for the whole
family with one little tweak called the "root recipe." If
you have a food allergy, imagine the main part of the
recipe is like a tree trunk - the part everyone can eat,
separate the main mixture into 2 bowls and add the
"root ingredients" - the gluten free/non gluten free
ingredient to complete the recipes. The best part is
that the gluten-free person gets to eat exactly what
the non gluten-free people eat. If you enjoy delicious
food, this book is for you. If you are on a food allergy
journey, this book is for you. If your family is food
diversified, this book is for you.
Whip together a treat, savory or sweet, to satisfy
your cravings, with 125 effortless Betty Crocker
Kitchens-approved recipes When life gets too busy
to sit down and have a meal, it's tough to come up
with anything that's quick, easy, and completely
satiating. Betty Crocker Snacks is filled with ideas for
quick and inventive treats, both savory and sweet,
that can come about even in the tightest of
schedules and still deliver on fun and taste. This
compendium of grazing goodies is organized by time
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spent in the kitchen--from 30 minutes to an
astonishing 10 minutes. For a super-quick breakfast,
Iced Oat "Milk" Chai Latte or a Cold-Brew Yogurt
Pop takes the same amount of time as hitting the
snooze button. A friend coming over last minute?
Throw together Oven-Baked Curry Chicken Taquitos
or Mediterranean Watermelon Fries with Creamy
Feta Dip in less time than it takes to boil an egg. And
before you finish a TV episode, have Spinach-Feta
Naan Pizzas and Italian Carrot "Fries" ready on the
table. Fun features help you customize your favorite
bites, like energy balls, and teach you how to make
your own oat milk.
WHOLE – Bowl Food for Balance is all about healing
your relationship with food. Food is not the enemy
and neither is your body. Taking the time to get to
know your body, treating it with respect and
nourishing it with real fresh food is the single most
important thing you can do for yourself. Eating
mindfully, cutting out processed foods and
embracing the foods that fuel you and leave you
feeling energised are all part of the journey to finding
happiness with food. The nearly 90 recipes included
in this book are packed with nourishment, providing
healthy, balanced and easy meals in a bowl. Many of
the recipes are vegan or vegetarian, or can easily be
adapted to suit either lifestyle choice. But there is
plenty for the meat-eater too, with the added bonus
that not only does the food look inviting and uplifting
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for the soul, it’s good for your body too. There are
also snippets of information about some of the
ingredients to inform your food choices and why
eating fresh, whole foods will benefit you.
Bring these comforting, relaxing, healthy recipes to
the plates, bowls, and mugs of your home this year.
The beginning of fall brings buzz and excitement
around all things pumpkin. From the huggable lattes
we eagerly await all year to the homemade roasted
pumpkin seeds whipped up after carving a jacko’-lantern on Halloween to the first (or third) slice of
pie during the holidays, there’s a place for pumpkin
in everyone’s heart. In her new cookbook, Purely
Pumpkin, Allison Day, popular blogger and creator of
the award-winning YummyBeet.com, brings the cozy
warmth of pumpkin into our homes with a seasonal,
whole foods recipe set and earthy food photography.
With savory and sweet recipes for all meals of the
day—including a mouthwatering pumpkin dessert
chapter—it’s the cookbook your home shouldn’t be
without during the fall and winter months.
Homemade pumpkin spice latte variations along with
wholesome meals ideal for every day and holidays
are tucked into this plentiful pumpkin volume.
Utilizing pumpkin flesh, pumpkin puree, pumpkin
seeds, pumpkin spice, pumpkin seed oil, and
heirloom pumpkins, there’s something in Purely
Pumpkin for every craving, festivity, time constraint,
and cooking level. As enjoyable to cook from as it is
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to flip through while curled up next to a crackling fire,
there’s no better way to celebrate, share, and savor
the pumpkin harvest this season.
Whether you need to follow a gluten-free diet or just wish
to expand your food repertoire, baking with gluten-free
flours can be as rewarding as it is delicious. Part
science, part art and some little known secrets, The New
Gluten-Free(TM) reveals a systematic yet simple
approach to gluten-free baking for every level of baker.
Written by Registered Dietitians Lisa Diamond and Areli
Hermanson, The New Gluten-Free(TM) is one-of-a-kind
in the cooking resource industry because taste, nutrition
and quality is balanced and matches a modern approach
to healthy eating. The summary charts of gluten-free
flours, starches, liquids, binders, foams, and leavening
agents, sweeteners and fats show the relationships
between ingredients. Recipe categories from bread to
pastry are summarized in easy-to-read tables to reveal
the ingredients, tools and techniques needed to increase
successes and decrease disasters. The authors share
their many secrets including unique summaries and "The
Recipe Equation(c)" for gluten-free products that turn out
every time. This book will engage you from cover to
cover as you discover the secrets of gluten-free baking.
Enjoy the sample recipes ...
GLUTEN AND GLUTEN FREE COOKING IN PERFECT
HARMONY... What makes this book different from other
gluten free books is that the recipes are written for
everyone-people with and without gluten issues.
Delicious meals made the original way and it
incorporates a new cooking technique for people with
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food allergies. Creating one recipe for the whole family
with one little tweak called the "root recipe." If you have a
food allergy, imagine the main part of the recipe is like a
tree trunk-the part everyone can eat, separate the main
mixture into 2 bowls and add the "root ingredients" - the
gluten free/non gluten free ingredient to complete the
recipes. The best part is that the gluten-free person gets
to eat exactly what the non gluten-free people eat. If you
enjoy delicious food, this book is for you. If you are on a
food allergy journey, this book is for you. If your family is
food diversified, this book is for you.
Who knew gluten free could be so yummy? Whether
you’re one of the 3 million Americans with celiac
disease or just looking for more healthful food choices
during the holidays, Gluten Free Christmas Cookies fits
the bill! Along with 125 delicious recipes, including
chocolate chip, butter cookies, classic peanut butter, this
book gives information on gluten-free basics, creating a
gluten-free kitchen, information on gluten-free flours, and
more. Celiac disease, which occurs when sufferers eat
products containing wheat, rye, or barley, is one of the
most common chronic health disorders in western
countries. In most cases, treatment with a gluten-free
diet leads to a full recovery from celiac disease. The
recipes are simple, quick, and made with readily
available ingredients found in all grocery stores.
Research shows that gut microflora and intestinal
microbiota play a pivotal role in weight maintenance
through its influence on metabolism, appetite regulation,
energy expenditure, and endocrine regulation. Gut flora
imbalance is why so many people can't lose weight
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despite exercising more and eating less. In The Gut
Balance Revolution, Dr. Gerard Mullin--the foremost
authority on digestive health and nutritional
medicine--explains how to prevent leaky gut,
inflammation, and insulin resistance, which are major
contributors to obesity. This book will teach you how to
rebalance the gut microbiome using a simple three-step
method: Reboot: Weed out fat-forming bad bacteria by
eliminating foods that make them grow and promote
inflammation, insulin, and fat accumulation, and reignite
fat burning metabolism with exercise and dietary
supplements. Rebalance: Reseed your gut with goods
bugs and fertilize these friendly flora to establish a
healthy gut ecology, reduce stress, and reinstitute a
healthy lifestyle including sleep hygiene. Renew: Carry
this lifestyle adjustment forward and maintain your
weight with good eating habits with allowances for
pleasure foods. The book features step-by-step meal
plans, shopping lists, restaurant guides, recipes,
recommendations on dietary supplements, and exercises
for each phase so you can easily reboot, rebalance, and
renew your health.
National Recipient of the Gourmand Award for Best
Vegetarian Cookbook. From the creator of the awardwinning food blog Yummy Beet, turn familiar and
traditional tastes into healthy, one-bowl meals. Healthful,
plentiful, and simple kitchen creations feel at home in a
bowl. Whether a meal is enjoyed as a weekday breakfast
for one or part of a leisurely dinner with friends, whole
foods come to life when presented within the walls of this
steadfast kitchen vessel. For Allison Day, the nutritionist
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and food blogger behind Yummy Beet, meal-sized bowl
recipes showcase her love of this cozy serving dish,
staying true to her philosophy of eating with visually
alluring, seasonal, and delicious food you can feel good
about. Along with more than fifty full-meal, vegetarian,
vegan, and gluten-free recipes (not to mention the
dozens of mini recipes-within-recipes), these pages
contain an innovative, easy-to-follow “Whole Bowls
Formula” to build your own creations for quick, everyday
lunches and dinners. Recipes include: Curried falafel and
kale salad bowls Black bean bowls with butternut
squash, black rice, and chimichurri Oat risotto bowls with
soft-boiled eggs, avocado, and hazelnut dukkah Sunny
citrus bowls with orange pomegranate salsa and lemon
cream Carrot cake bowls with a cream cheese dollop
and candied carrots Southern Cheddar Grits with
Tomatoes, Kale, and Black Beans Almost Noodle Salad
with Radishes and Basil Chili con Veggie with Cornbread
Mediterranean Pasta with Arugula, Peas, Yellow
Tomatoes, and Feta Greek Mushroom Stifado with
Horseradish Mashed Potatoes Tuscan Bean Stew Baked
Polenta with Caramelized Onions, Mushrooms, and
Marinara Using real, fresh ingredients, Allison offers
straightforward and approachable creations that can be
made ahead of time, whipped up quickly on a weeknight,
or invented off-the-cuff with her Bowl Formula Guide.
With vibrant and exciting photography shot by Allison
herself, you’ll be eager to cook and eat her fun,
foolproof, and inventive whole bowls.
Prep ahead and save time all week long! With over 125
time-saving recipes, you can transform your schedule
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with make-ahead breakfasts, salads-on-the-go, and easyto-fix charcuterie dinner boards! With simple prep each
week, you can stock your fridge and freezer with heatand-eat meals for breakfast, lunch, and dinner or do
partial prep and make dinnertime a breeze. Meal Prep
Cookbook For Dummies can help you spend less time in
the kitchen, meet health goals, save money, and just
plain eat better. With over 125 recipes, plus tips and
techniques for making all your favorites ahead of time,
this book lets you breeze through your week. Imagine
the possibilities that will open to you when you can just
pop a healthy and delectable pre-made meal in the
microwave, and—ding!—your made-from-scratch dinner is
ready. Prep ahead and toss vegetables and your favorite
protein on a sheet pan and dinner is ready in under 20
minutes. What will you do with all your extra time? Why
stress about what to eat each day? Meal Prep Cookbook
For Dummies will take the uncertainty out of mealtime,
as you discover everything from cooking basics to
grocery store tips to meal prepping secrets. Whatever
your home-chef skill level, you’ll discover new favorite
meals, organize your kitchen, store food efficiently, and
learn new ideas to take your meal prepping abilities to
the next level. Discover over 125 make-ahead recipes
that you can prepare at home in 45 minutes or less, with
the cooking tools you already have Meal prep for any
diet (carb conscious, gluten-free, vegetarian), allergy, or
food sensitivity Craft delicious and nutritious breakfasts,
lunches, and dinners for yourself or your whole family
Get new ideas and tips for sprucing up your staples,
planning your grocery trips, and balancing your meals
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Before you know it, you’ll have meal prep down to a
science, so you can relax a little bit more, knowing
breakfast, lunch, and dinner are already taken care of!
"From the creator of the award-winning food blog
Yummy Beet, turn familiar and traditional tastes into
healthy, one-bowl meals. Healthful, plentiful, and simple
kitchen creations feel at home in a bowl. Whether a meal
is enjoyed as a weekday breakfast for one or part of a
leisurely dinner with friends, whole foods come to life
when presented within the walls of this steadfast kitchen
vessel. For Allison Day, the nutritionist and food blogger
behind Yummy Beet, meal-sized bowl recipes showcase
her love of this cozy serving dish, staying true to her
philosophy of eating with visually alluring, seasonal, and
delicious food you can feel good about. Along with more
than fifty full-meal, vegetarian, vegan, and gluten-free
recipes (not to mention the dozens of mini recipes-withinrecipes), these pages contain an innovative, easy-tofollow "Whole Bowls Formula" to build your own
creations for quick, everyday lunches and dinners. Using
real, fresh ingredients, Allison offers straightforward and
approachable creations that can be made ahead of time,
whipped up quickly on a weeknight, or invented off-thecuff with her Bowl Formula Guide. With vibrant and
exciting photography shot by Allison herself, you'll be
eager to cook and eat her fun, foolproof, and inventive
whole bowls."--provided by publisher.
A compendium of delicious soup and stew recipes that
just happen to be gluten- and dairy-free. From Julia Child
Award–winning author Rebecca Wood and food writer
Leda Scheintaub, The Whole Bowl offers soups and
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stews using real food ingredients both familiar and new
to restore, nourish, and heal the body. The two authors
share a philosophy about the deep nurturing power of
real, wholesome food that translates into delicious
everyday meals you’ll thrive on. There’s something for
everyone, whether you’re a die-hard meat-and-potatoes
person, a vegan, or somewhere in between. Gluten-free
and dairy-free cookbooks abound these days, yet
there’s not been a great book exclusively about soups
and stews. Now, this satisfying book of recipes
accompanied by gorgeous photos fills this gap. Some of
the dishes have a targeted healing mission, such as Cold
Quell Soup, packed with pungent mustard greens.
Others are comfort food fare, such as Easy Chicken
Soup and Slow-Cooker Pork Tinga. A love for Asian food
is evident, with recipes including Soba in a Basket and
Mulligatawny Soup. Many are complete meals in a bowl,
while others can easily be expanded to feed a family.
Soup accompaniments like cashew sour cream,
amaranth flatbread, and cornbread complete the picture.
With helpful sidebars on everything from how to cook
soba noodles to the nutritional benefits of bone broth,
this book is a wonderful introduction to the world of
traditional foods in the form of a cozy bowl of soup.

From Allison Day, the acclaimed cookbook author
and award-winning blogger behind Yummy Beet,
comes Modern Lunch: a collection of over 100
original, plant-forward recipes that celebrate the
midday meal. TASTE CANADA AWARDS SILVER
WINNER Modern Lunch is the new lunchtime hero
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for time-strapped, budget-conscious, and saladfatigued people everywhere. Focusing on healthy,
quick--and, yes, Instagrammable--recipes with
minimal effort, Allison takes readers on a feasting
journey inspired by fresh flavors and ingredients, and
her travels. Meals in jars and adult-appropriate
lunchboxes will actually make you look forward to
lunch now, especially when recipes like Chicken and
Cucumber Ribbon Salad with Peanut Butter
Vinaigrette, Tomato Sourdough Soup with Cacio e
Pepe Socca Triangles, and Walnut-Crusted
Avocado, Feta, and Eggs with Pesto Rice are
waiting for you. Find inspiration for delicious lunches
to eat at home, too, like Greek Chopped Salad with
Crispy Peppercorn Salmon, and a new take on the
classic ploughman's lunch. Spend weekends with
friends gathered around easy-to-assemble platters
and picnic baskets, and enjoy homemade brunches
that rival any restaurant's. And, if you're someone
who likes to improvise, Allison shares her staple
recipes and tried-and-tested strategies for mastering
meal prep, as well as ideas and combinations for
quick, on-the-fly lunches that encourage creativity
but promise satisfaction--even if you have to dine at
your desk. With dazzling recipes and photography,
and smart tips on hacking the lunchtime game,
Modern Lunch proves that a delicious, exciting, and
inventive lunch can be achievable for any appetite,
wallet, and busy schedule--and maybe even spark a
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little office envy.
Presents a collection of more than 150 gluten-free
recipes along with information on shopping for glutenfree products, recognizing hidden gluten in foods,
boosting nutrition, and preparing a kitchen to be
gluten-free.
The ultimate cookbook for anyone eating gluten free
Combines two landmark cookbooks--New York
Times bestselling The How Can It Be Gluten-Free
Cookbook and The How Can It Be Gluten-Free
Cookbook: Volume 2--into one must-have resource.
Here are 350+ must-have recipes that raised the bar
on gluten-free cooking and baking with foolproof
techniques for great-tasting lasagna, fried chicken,
cookies, biscuits, and more. PLUS find a new
generation of whole-grain recipes perfected using
ATK's revolutionary Whole-Grain Gluten-Free Flour
Blend, bringing "wheaty" flavor to baked goods from
Sandwich Bread to Cherry Crisp and Chocolate Chip
Cookies. We also offer 75 dairy-free variations and
include an expanded troubleshooting chart for what
can go wrong in gluten-free baking, over 600 fullcolor photos, a chapter on Grains, and detailed
nutritionals for every recipe. We also give you
information on the best supermarket gluten-free
breads and pasta, including all-new information on
legume pastas. Standout Recipes from the First BestSeller Include: • Old-Fashioned Birthday Cake: A
little melted white chocolate makes the cake tender
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and moist. • Extra-Crunchy Fried Chicken: Our
kitchen developed a coating so crisp you can hear
the crunch • Flaky, Tender Pie Crust: A spoonful of
vinegar helps GF flours create just the right
structure. • Real Sandwich Bread: Forget squat
slices; psyllium, eggs, and a foil collar are the keys
to real bread. • New York-Style Pizza: Ground
almonds give the crust just the right chew and
promote browning. Plus from Volume 2: • More than
150 recipes from muffins to casseroles to yeast
breads to desserts • Exciting recipes such as
chicken Parmesan, baguettes, yeasted doughnuts,
scones, sprouted grain bread, flourless nut and seed
bread, and lemon layer cake • Many dairy-free
variations of baked goods using alternate diary
products • Baking recipes using the ATK All-Purpose
Gluten-Free Flour Blend (equivalent to all-purpose
flour) in cookies, bars, muffins, scones, cakes, and
breads • Nutritional information for every recipe
Customer Review: "I am loving this cookbook. It is so
clearly written and the directions are very precise. It
is fantastic to be able to make bread again - and it is
delicious. I love the options for flour - you can make
your own flour for the best results or you can buy a
GF flour. Definitely give the homemade flour a try at
some point. I can't wait to try other recipes but right
now I am focused on making bread."
1,000 Gluten-Free Recipes It's like getting 5
cookbooks in 1!172 Breakfast Dishes, Muffins, and
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Breads 75 Sandwiches, Salads, and Soups 106
Pasta, Grain, Bean, and Vegetable Dishes 205 Main
Courses 377 Cookies, Cakes, Pies, and Other
Desserts And Much More!Go gluten-free with ease!
For the best all-purpose gluten-free cookbook, look
no further. Inside, you'll find delicious gluten-free
versions of foods you crave-including muffins,
breads, pizzas, pastas, casseroles, cookies, bars,
cakes, and pies. You'll also discover hundreds of
recipes for all-American favorites, flavorful
international dishes, and sophisticated specialoccasion fare. It's everything you need to serve
satisfying gluten-free meals 365 days a year!Praise
for 1,000 Gluten-Free Recipes"This book has great
recipes with a fresh healthy flair. Everyone should
have this cookbook. I know mine will get tattered
from use."—Cynthia Kupper, R.D., Executive Director,
Gluten Intolerance Group of North America"Carol
Fenster has combined simple, naturally gluten-free
recipes along with those specially created for people
with celiac disease. This is a comprehensive soup-tonuts guide that any cook will use again and
again."—Andrea Levario, J.D., Executive Director,
American Celiac Disease Alliance"The encyclopedia
of gluten-free recipes has now arrived! What a
wonderful assortment of healthy meals that even a
gluten-free novice can tackle."—Cynthia S. Rudert,
M.D., Advisor for the Celiac Disease Foundation and
the Gluten Intolerance Group of North America
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The No-Waste Save-the-Planet Vegan Cookbook
delivers 100 delicious and waste-free recipes and
more than 100 specific action steps anyone can take
at home.
If you have a dietary sensitivity to inflammatory
compounds, this cookbook can help you manage
your symptoms and alleviate your discomfort. Along
with more than 100 delicious dishes, from a
Cornmeal Scallion Waffle Egg Sandwich to Maple
Shortbread Cookies, you'll get food checklists,
kitchen hacks, tips for eating out, a month of sample
meal plans, and 15-minute meal ideas. Eating
healthy never tasted so good!
Cook with flavor and flair (and ease) with nutritious,
high-fiber meals that promote gut health, including
low-FODMAP recipes. There's good reason to eat
with your gut in mind. A healthy gut optimizes
digestion, but that's not where it ends; it's vital to
helping us absorb nutrients, and plays a role in
supporting our immunity and emotional health. We
went to the kitchen to develop a collection of easy,
satisfying ways to get in the vibrant vegetables,
hearty grains, and optimal fiber that support the gut
in meals like Eggs with Sweet Potato and Swiss
Chard Hash, Miso-Ginger Soup with Halibut and
Zucchini Noodles, and Turkey Meatballs with
Lemony Wild Rice and Artichokes. These ATK
recipes find creative ways to forgo often-irritating
alliums without forgoing flavor, and can all be
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lactose-, dairy-, or wheat-free (or even gluten-free):
We focus on ancient grains in dishes like Quinoa
Taco Salad and Curried Millet Pilaf with Almonds
and Raisins, and offer gluten-free substitutions, if
you need them, for good-for-you whole grains like
barley and farro. In addition to 60 recipes that
naturally fit low-FODMAP guidelines (the medically
backed diet for common gut disorders like IBS), a
grand majority of the remaining recipes provide
customization instruction so you can adapt them to
be low-FODMAP as well. That means every recipe
has an answer to the way your gut tells you to eat.
Whether you're trying to calm occasional
gastrointestinal symptoms, are among the 1 in 5
Americans who suffer from irritable bowel syndrome
(IBS), or simply seek to nourish yourself with whole
foods, this book's for you.
Everyone can enjoy another great new year of the
best new recipes, tastings, and testings handpicked
by the editors of America's Test Kitchen This annual
best-of-the-best collection of recipes, tastings, and
testings has once again been carefully selected from
the hundreds of recipes developed throughout the
last year by the editors of Cook's Illustrated and
Cook's Country magazines and from the new
cookbooks Foolproof Fish, Cooking for One, The
Complete One Pot, The Complete Plant-Based
Cookbook, and Toaster Oven Perfection. The 2022
edition offers a wide array of everyday-toPage 24/27
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sophisticated and globally inspired recipes such as
Horiatiki Salata (Hearty Greek Salad), Mumbai
Frankie Wraps, Beef Wellington, and Herbed Lamb
Shoulder with Fingerling Potatoes and Asparagus.
As is traditional, the book ends with a chapter of
impressive desserts including Chocolate-Espresso
Tart, Peach Zabaglione Gratin, and Nutella
Rugelach. All of the year's top ingredient tastings
and equipment testings are also included.
". . . Vegan For Everyone, is an absolute must have for
anyone who eats!" -Kim Barnouin, coauthor of NYT
bestselling series, Skinny Bitch Vegan for Everyone is the
perfect book for anyone looking to add easy-to-prepare and
delicious, plant-based food into their weekly menu plan. This
innovative cookbook features more than 160 family friendly
recipes (135 are gluten-free friendly) and over 200 beautiful,
full-color photos, including 100+ new recipes, along with
updated versions of 60 fan-favorites &– all created by awardwinning vegan chef Laura Theodore (PBS's Jazzy
Vegetarian). Plus, this book includes an entire chapter of upto-date nutritional information contributed by Julieanna Hever,
MS, RD, CPT (The Plant-Based Dietitian), making it a
complete and fun way to make family meals kinder, healthier
and—most of all—tastier. With classic recipes like No-Egg TofuVeggie Scramble, Crazy, Easy BBQ Portobello Burgers and
Cauliflower Steaks with Sweet Pepper Sauce; kid-friendly
recipes like Yummy Banana-Oat Pancakes, Rockin' Peanut
Butter-Banana Toast and Date n' Rice Cereal Treats; and
plant-based, gluten-free recipes like Peachy Date-Nut Oat
Bars, Zucchini Fettuccine Alfredo and Mad Mocha Marbled
Mousse Pie, you'll be able to delight your entire family and all
of your guests with easy-to-prepare, four-star meals that are
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satisfying, nutritious and delicious! Vegan for Everyone
includes: &•Over 160 delectable vegan recipes, each with
easy-to-follow instructions &•Full color photo with almost
every recipe (over 200 photos in all) &•Recipe ingredients
can be found at most local supermarkets &•Handy icon to
quickly identify over 135 gluten-free friendly recipes
&•Detailed lists of vegan essentials, including how to stock
your plant-powered pantry, organizing your spice rack and
table of equivalent measures &•Many quick and easy threeingredient recipes &•Festive recipes to serve for holidays,
birthdays and any special occasion &•Comprehensive plantbased nutrition chapter, contributed by Julieanna Hever, MS,
RD, CPT. Vegan for Everyone includes delightfully delicious,
classic recipes to impress everyone you
Combine vegetables, protein, and whole grains in one dish to
make a simple, complete, and nutritious meal with Vegan
Bowl Attack! Bowl food. It's a hash tag. It's a buffet for one.
It's a way of life. Simple and nourishing, vegan bowls are
where it's at. Perfect for workday lunches, simple dinners,
and even breakfast, these are meals so good you'll soon
forget plates even exist. Inside you'll find more than 100 onedish, plant-based bowls that feed every whim and fancy,
created for you by author and vegan blogger extraordinaire
Jackie Sobon. You don't have to be vegan to enjoy these
recipes - you just need to love food! They're hearty and
delicious, and sure to please any appetite. We're talking
about: Peanut Butter Pretzel Oatmeal Biscuit Nacho Bowl TexMex Potato Salad Spicy Sesame Brussels Bites Smoky Corn
Chowder Bread Bowl Mean Green Ramen Kimchi Bowl with
Red Curry Almond Sauce Spicy Sushi Bowl Raw Apple Crisp
S'mores Pudding Bowl Grab your bowl, your appetite, and
this book, and get ready to dig in! Forks and spoons optional.
At head of cover title: Williams-Sonoma.
An introduction to making bread by hand, from one easy
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dough to ten classic loaves to infinite possibilities For anyone
who’s ever wanted to bake homemade bread but doesn’t
know where to begin, One Dough, Ten Breads is the answer:
With just a few ingredients, one’s own two hands, and this
book, even a novice baker is well on the way to making
artisan-style breads. Baking instructor Sarah Black starts with
the simplest “plain white” dough, then makes small changes
to ingredients, proportions, and shapes to take the reader
through ten “foundation” breads, from baguettes to ciabatta
to whole-wheat pain de campagne to sourdough. Notes and
teaching moments, shaping instructions, clear step-by-step
photography, and additional recipes build on this foundation
to create new and varied breads that will appeal to bakers of
all skill levels, including: sandwich loaves, rustic country-style
breads, dinner rolls, pizza and focaccia, crackers, and hearty
breads studded with dried fruits, nuts, seeds, or whole grains.
"The follow-up to the best-selling The Whole Smiths Good
Food Cookbook with easy recipes for weeknight cooking"-Everyday Recipes You Love- Now Gluten Free A mixture of
your favorite everyday recipes, now made with 100% gluten
free ingredients. Try our zesty Chili Lime Tilapia, mixed with
vegetables, atop a bed of steaming rice. Or if you have a bit
of a sweet tooth, try sinking your teeth into our scrumptious
Pineapple Upside Down Cake!
Featuring 175 simple recipes, this excellent gluten-free
resource helps readers to make the transition by explaining
how to select and work with the best gluten-free foods, how to
continue eating healthfully and how to master basic glutenfree cooking techniques. 15,000 first printing.
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